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פעולות גן ישראל - על כל השנה
 און בפרט און ספעציעל פון די מחני גני ישראל פון מחנות וואס ווערן אנגערופען ווערן גני
 ישראל, אז זיי זאלן העלפן אז אין דער צייט פון די קעמפ‘ס זאל אויכעט יעדער קעמפער
 פרי פון דער גן, ווי א פרוכט וואס וואקסט אויס פון דעם אויבערשטן וואס יעדער טאג
 וואקסט ער און ווערט אלץ בעסער און שענער, אין זאכן וואס זיינען פארבונדען מיט‘ן
 אויבערשטן וואס דאס איז די זאכן פון תורה און אידישקייט וואס דאס איז ווי געזאגט
 איינער פון די הויכט אויפגאבעס פון די גני ישראל אז יעדערע וואס איז אין זיי געווען זאל
 ער מיטנעמען אויפ‘ן גאנצן יאר די זאכן וואס ער האט געלערנט, און ער האט ערצויגן זיך

און אנדערע אז דאס זאל ווירקן אויפ‘ן גאנצן יאר אין זיין טאג טעגליכ‘ן לעבן

(א‘ אלול ה‘תשל“ח לגן ישראל) 

Gan Yisroel’s Effect On The Whole Year 
…Especially and particularly the camps of Gan Yisroel which are called ‘Gan 
Yisroel’ (Garden of Israel), they should assist (the campers) that during the 
time of camp, the campers as well should become ‘fruits’ of a garden. As fruits 
which grow, (they should grow) in the garden of Hashem, (meaning) that he 
grows every day and becomes better and more beautiful, in matters which are 
connected with Hashem, which these are the matters of Torah and Mitzvos and 
Yiddishkeit. As previously said, one of the main obligations of Gan Yisroel is 
that everyone that was in them (Gan Yisroel Camps), should take along with 
himself the things which he learnt- that educated himself and others and this 
should (have an) impact on the entire year, in his day to day life.

 (Elul 1, 5738 - To the Campers of Gan Yisroel)



Tayere campers! 

“Especially the children the boys and the girls, בני אברהם יצחק ויעקב בנות שרה 
 ”רבקה רחל ולאה
Like we discussed by the Farbrengen at the Grand sing - these were the words 
that the Rebbe told us Lag Be’omer 5747, 
at the end of the parade Rabbi JJ hecht thanked those that invested hundreds of 
hours in the parade, the tireless efforts by the organizers, and the hundreds of 
thousands of dollars donated by philanthropists, the Rebbe interrupted him and 
said that he was missing a group of people, 
all of the work and toil is beautiful, but on who does everything depend? Who 
are the Rebbe’s guarantors? Who gives the Rebbe Nachas? Who will bring Moshi-
ach? 

You the children! 

The rebbe is relying on every action, thought, or speech that we do to bring 
moshiach down! 

After such an amazing summer, all the friday nights, farbrenges, learning, sports, 
bonfires, color war and much much more we are going home to our regular (or not 
so regular) daily lives, and we are taking from camp a tangible hachlota, just think 
how proud the Rebbe is of each one of us and all of us collectively writing to him 
about the hachlatas that we took on. 

Let’s keep it up until the day when moshiach comes and we will see the rebbe with 
our eyes! 

Mendel Banon 
Sruly Brook  
Levi Deren



Dear Tayereh campers,
What a summer! 
From Yachtzel damaging Mo while he is trying to Daven, to learn-
ing all about the different parts of the Rebbes nisios. Kluger, Kevutzah 
competition, and runaways (which we of course didn’t know about). 
  
The Rebbe Rashab and his brother Reb Zalmen Ahron were once debating as 
children the difference between a Jew and a non-Jew. Zalman Aharon, older by 
a year and four months, argued that the Jews are a “wise and understanding peo-
ple” who could, and do, study lots of Torah, both its ‘revealed part’ and its mystical 
secrets, and pray with devotion and ‘d’vaikus’. The Rebbe Rashab replied: But this 
is true only of those Jews who learn and pray. What of Jews who are unable to 
study and who do not pray with d’vaikus? What is their specialness over a non-
Jew? Zalman Aharon did not know what to reply. Their sister, Devorah Leah, ran 
to tell their father of their argument. The Rebbe Maharash called them and sent 
the Rebbe Rashab to summon Ben-Zion, a servant in the Rebbe’s home. Ben-Zion 
was a simple Yid who read Hebrew with many mispronunciations and barely un-
derstood the easy words of the prayers. Every day he would recite the entire book 
of Psalms, pray with the minyan, and make sure to be present in the shul when Ein 
Yaakov was studied. When the servant arrived, the Rebbe Maharash asked him: 
“Ben-Zion, did you eat?” Ben-Zion answered: “Yes”. The Rebbe Maharash: “Did you 
eat well?” Ben-Zion: “What’s well? Baruch Hashem, I was full.” The Rebbe Maharash: 
“And why do you eat?” Ben-Zion: “So that I may live” The Rebbe Maharash: “But 
why live?” Ben-Zion: “To be a Jew and do what hashem wants”, the servant sighed. 
The Rebbe Maharash: “You may go. Send me Ivan the coachman”. Ivan was a gentile 
who had grown up among Jews from early childhood and spoke a perfect Yiddish. 
When the coachman arrived, the Rebbe Maharash asked him: “Did you eat today?” 
Ivan “Yes”. The Rebbe Maharash “Did you eat well?” Ivan “Yes” The Rebbe Maharash 
“And why do you eat?” Ivan “So that I may live”. “But why live?” asked the Rebbe 
maharash. “To take a swig of vodka and have a bite to eat” replied the coachman. 
In this story we see the message of Gan Yisroel that each of us have worked to internal-
ize over the last month. That a yid, a Chossid, is not only set apart by learning Torah, 
doing Mitzvos and Hoiro’os. Rather everything we do during the day is different, special 
and with intention to serve Hashem and give the Rebbe Nachas. Like it says in Hayom 
Yom עס געהט א חסיד, עסט א חסיד, שלאפט א חסיד.  That a chossid is recognizable in his every 
action even when he walks on the road, when he eats and even when he sleeps. I hope 
that each one of you is returning home energized and inspired to live every day with the 
Chayus of Gan Yisroel. Giving you the energy to continue throughout the year in the 
mission we have been charged with, to bring the Geulah.
 ונזכה זען זיך מיטן רבי’ן דא למטה
Naftoli Levertov   Zelig Shemtov
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Bunk Header Page

To my dearest bunk....

With love, your counselors
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Bunk
א

Wow!!!!!!! This summer flew by!!!!!!!! 
I feel like it was just yesterday, we were 
unpacking for an amazing summer!!!!!   
We started off with our fantastic summer, 
with a  booming shabbos! The chayus blew 
us away!!!! 
Blasting off into the second week with the 
most adventures and extraordinary events!!!!  
From the amazing davenings to 
the exhilarating late nights!!!!  
When we thought that was all , forget about 
it, we even had the most bouncetackler in-
flatables!!!!!!!!!!!!!
And when we thought that was all, Hold 
on to your crocks because we are about 
WATER RAFTING/ BIVOUAC!!!!!!!!!!!!   
Lastly, we ended the second week with a win-
dow shaddering shabbos, literally took the 
roof off the A-Frame! With our spectacular 
davening, bentching, and most of all  singing 
!!!!!!!!!!!! 
Fabrengening away into the third 
week! With shturimdike chassishe Far-
brengen for Reb Leviks yahrtziet!!!!!!   
In case you weren’t colored yet, we had the 

most awesome color RUN ever!!!!!!!!!!!!!!  
#colorsgalore
Additionally, with the most EXCITING run- 
aways of all run- awayssss!!! We even snuck past 
behind the eruv    to make sure the head counsel-
or wouldn’t catch us!!!! Once we got there we 
even caught fish with our expert fishermen!!!!!  
Lastly, we flipped into the amazing shab-
bos, with the Chicago boys acrobats!!!!  
(#weshouldhavewonshabboscompetion!) 
Crashing into week 4, with a COLOR WAR to re-
member!!!! Who can get out of their limitations, 
whether for themselves or for someone else   
Team blue and team red, a battle for the ages!!!!  
Lastly, the most epic of all epic shabbosim !!!!! 
The singing was literally electrifying!!!!!  
You guys were AMAZING this summer, we 
learned a lot together, fabrenged a lot togeth-
er, and most have all had FUN!!!!! We wish you 
guys much success in your next year of yeshi-
va!

Sholom Bonnardel - (305) 298-0539 
shalombonnardel14@gmail.com

Zalman Rubin - (786) 306-8037
zalmanrubin@gmail.com
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What if yoel Golstein wasn’t smarter then Yoel Khan
What if Meir angyalfi didn’t love sugar
What if Levi rivkin wasn’t so good at football
What if Yossi yellin wasn’t the best at making his bed
What if Levi rothman wasn’t so good at saying tehillim
What if Baruch fox wasn’t so adventurous
What if Levi blumstein wasn’t always having a good time
What if Mendel ash wasn’t an expert fishermen
What if Mendel silver didn’t buy out canteen
What if Mendel klienman wasn’t the best davener
What if Mendel Susman didn’t always tie a sock by his bed for MPB
What if Mendel Altain didn’t have uncle Shmulie
What if Levi zacklakovsky didn’t always want to sweep
What if Levi Schapiro didn’t have so much chayus
What if avremi shemtov made trouble

WHAT IF.......
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ב

To all the amazing members of the best bunk! 
Tzemach,mendel d Chanoch Shmuly Sh sruli 
yechiel shimi Schneur Levi Shmuly s Mendel 
k  dovid Bentzi and Mendel v. We can’t believe 
it’s already 4 weeks since arik shlepped levi in 
the suitcase into the Shul and bunk beis began. 
From the runaways(shhhh the head Counsler 
still doesn’t know)to finally winning Shabbos 
competition we rock the house! From the Shab-
bos meals to the amazing Chaim Gershoner  
story we really had a blast together! And who 
can forget the amazing chossidel mivtza :) the 
duchs the raffles and ice cream party, I think 
we can say we made the Rebbe proud- which 
this is really what we need to remember that 
where ever we are there is the Rebbe to make 
proud!so let’s not forget all the Chayus and 
hachlatos we made and take them back home 
with us. Do buy guys we are gonna miss you 

so much! And may we see you soon together with 
the Rebbe with the coming of moshiach now!! 
Your tyereh counslers arik deren and levi spalter 
If you wanna talk or farbreng you can reach us at:
Levi spalter 954-294-1670
Arik deren 203-609-3623
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Mendel d wouldn’t sell all his nosh 
Tzemach didn’t have an older brother in camp  
Chanoch wasn’t Levi s cousin  
Shmuly Sh unpacked  
Shimi wasn’t sruli c cousin  
Schneur didn’t know how to sweep  
Yechiel didn’t want to win shabbos competition  
Sruli liked the food  
Mendel k didn’t have arik Shemtov in camp 
Bentzi didn’t have his brothers bar mitzva in camp  
Dovid don’t know Zevi  
Zevis father wasn’t levi Deren’s favorite head Counsler  
Mendel v didn’t loose his shoe 
Levi wasn’t on team fries  
Shmuly s didn’t love Davening  
Levi Spalter was able to do lights out  
Arik deren didn’t run chossidel  
.......Then bunk bais wouldn’t be 
the same best bunk it was

WHAT IF.......
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ג

Wow,  Looking back at the amazing, smashing, shturemdic, chassidush, exciting, fun  sum-
mer, it was just  unreal. Starting from the late nights to winning shabbos competition to  those 
stories  every night especially when it was from campers, lets not forget that amazing runaway 
we had. But now, the hardest time of the summer, writing this letter, as the tears fall from my 
eyes ( it would get the paper wet if I was writing this letter on a paper), but dont worry, chassi-
dim dont say goodbye. we must know we are bunk gimmel the best bunk!!!! Therfore we must 
take all the stuff we learnt here, whether it was chossid’l, RC or mishnayos baal peh, and bring it 
into our daily lives throughout the entire year. Lchaim. 
 
Sincerly, 
Your counselors  
Sholom shaya Marozov  
And Mendel Raeburn  
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M blumstien: didn’t make a nash club 
M deren: didnt have so many cousins  
Mb feldman: took off his orange cap
Mm geisinsky: got in trouble 
My gopin: fell asleep during the story 
Nosson gurarie: zady didnt come to camp 
Beryl grossbaum: didnt have a milliom tradition  
Mm hecht: didint need to “use the bathroom” by every davening. 
L Kaplan: wasent already done his job 
M nachlas: was the official bunk gimmel storyteller. 
T reiter: didn’t own a library  
M Rothman: didint have a question after lights out 
Levik scharf: wasent one of the only chochom atiks 
Moishy scheiner: wasent so well behaved 
Levi silberberg: was on time to lights out 
Mendel zarchi: didint have flying shoes

 
.......then we wouldn’t be bunk gimmel!

WHAT IF.......
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ד

To read a very interesting, inspirational letter from us (the counselor’s) to you (the 
camper’s) turn the page to a different bunk and read the letter (its probably the same 
thing we would write...:) :)

Let’s keep in touch!! 
Levi kalmenson  
3477431845 
Lkalmenson@gmail.com  
 
Moshe Weiss  
7049078258 
Mosheweiss101@gmail.com  
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Schneur zweibel turned off the lights for lights out
Bentzy chumak ate cereal and milk
Binyomin Steinberg made a joke
Menachem chumak slept with his cap
Avrrmel shwartz let someone use his Diablo
JJ hadakov Took a shower
Shlomo mattisof was late to lights out
Mendel feigen answered a question from the hcs
Avi Margolis was on time to lights out
Mendel Cohen 
Gabi tachtel tries screaming when he’s hoarse
Mendel birk ate a bread and cheese sandwich
Yossi perlstein ripped his Diablo
Eli shemtov fixed his blanket
Shea Katz sat at the edge of the bench
Laibel tenenbaum yells with a chayus
Levi Kalmenson stopped the red hat story at a dramatic moment
Moshe Weiss came to line up

.....then i would be a millionaire 
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Wow! what an amazing summer starting 
off comming from all over not knowing each 
other, uncomfortableness then slowly getting 
to know the most amazing bunk climaxing in 
protest against the head counselors in uni-
son for unfair treatment regarding shabbos 
competition moving on to the bunk mivt-
za then barbeque and other late nights and 
all the rest of fun we had together breezing 
through the summer unfazed by Walkerville 
ending off with a big win the last shabbos  
but putting that all aside that’s not what it’s 
all about we just spent four weeks together 
in the rebbes camp, the rebbes daled amos 
in an amazing chassidishe environment with 
the amazing chossidel program growing in 
our hiskashrus each one taking somthing to 
grow with from this summer something that 
will last a lifetime as we farbrengen about 

together and to always remember our zechus 
and responsibility we have as chassidim of the 
rebbe to always keep the rebbe part of our day 
and life in a practical way whether through 
rambam, the Rebbes kapitel and the many 
other ways to and do what the reb-
be wants from us (one day to go on shli-
chus) through this we will undoubted-
ly bring about the comming of moshiach 
and be reunited with the Rebbe very soon. 
 
Zalmi & Yoseph
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If there was I fire what/who would I save? 
 
Yale spalter the bathroom pass 
Yasef volvovsky his nosh 
Berel goldman. his germara  
Meir shur his favorite learning teacher wolovik  
Motti merkur. definitely not a sheet 
Levi gansburg. his camera  
Moshe lifshitz . His bowtie 
Shlomie galperin. his cotton candy 
Mendel zweibel mbp passport  
Yackov resnick sroly brook  
Mendel yelin “pickel” 
Mendy vilenkin his raptors cap 
Yehudah leib his chair  
Sroli altien  his rebbe picture  
Eli Adler save everyone  
Eliyahu his robe
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Tayere Levi, Nochum, Gabi, Menachem, 
Isser, Leibel, Yossi, Zalman, Hirshel, Men-
del, Mendel, Mendel, Mendel, Levi, Men-
del, and Shimon: members of the most 
chasiddish, cool, awesome, fun, crazy, 
amazing, best bunk in camp: BUNK VOV!!! 
 
Wow, what a fun, crazy, smashing and amaz-
ing summer we had together filled with 
chassidishkeit, Yiddishkeit, fun and action! 
I can’t believe it’s already ending! The epic 
farbrengens, the stories (that we still need 
to finish), the late nights, the unbelievable 
grammen, our harrowing experiences sur-
viving the deadly Chippewa Landing with 
tremendous skill, crushing the pizza party, 
Shmuel Munkes’s phone calls, the ribui ribui 
of Trader Joe’s©️ Chile And Garlic Cashews 
®️we enjoyed together and overall having 
the most fun, most of the time :) (except 
for when all 3 of our toilets were stuffed). 
 

Chevre! Wow! We grew so much here 
in Gan Yisroel the chassidishkeit and 
Yiddishkeit with the Rebbe constant-
ly on our mind (I hope your parents will 
still recognize you when you get home).  
 
Now that the summer is ending we have to re-
member to take all that we have learned here in 
Gan Yisroel home: the RC™️ (Sefer HaMitzvos, 
Rambam), thinking about the Rebbe before 
we went to sleep and when we wake up, look-
ing at a picture of the Rebbe, and thinking of 
ways how we can give the Rebbe lots of Nachas 
Ruach, filling out the duch every night and the 
chayus and geshmak in davening and learning. 
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10 years from now, Bunk Vov sits together 
at a chassidisher farbrengen..... 
 
Levi A: cleaning up the table 
Nochum B: correcting the mashpia about the story 
Gabi E: Handing out tons of farbeisin  
Menachem E: taking pictures of the event 
Isser F: farbrenging with the person next to him 
Leibel G: under the table 
Yossi G: starting the niggunim 
Zalman G: Chazzering Zichronos from Lubavitch city 
Hirshel H: making a kuleh on the table 
Mendel H: enumerating all the details of the yoma d’pagra  
Mendel L: demanding from everyone to be better Chassidim 
Mendel P: harassing the mashpia to make a kuleh  
Mendel S: raising money to buy mashke for the next farbrengen  
Levi S: with his arm around the mashpia, listening intently 
Mendel T. Telling everyone to be quiet and listen to the mashpia  
Shimon W: grabbing a yid off the street to join
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Bunk
ז

טייערע באנק ז‘

Dear Ari, Binyomin, Mendy, Mendy, 
Mendy, Yaakov, Yankel, Yankiv Chaim, 
Meir Yankiv, Yehuda, Schneur, Nos-
son, Nochum, JJ, Mendel and Gedajè, 
 
4:57am; from the basement of the A-frame 
 
OMG! Was that actually four weeks?? 
 
What an awesome summer that was - start-
ing with “Sruli Brook hates us,” “We want 
salt,” losing Shabbos competition, then win-
ning Shabbos competition, our million late 
nights (one unofficially in our bunk house) 
- way more than any other bunk, and our sev-
en coulselors on Shabbos. That was awesome.  
 
There are many important things to dis-
cuss, but let’s remember one main thing 
- first and foremost there is someone 
who cares about everything that hap-
pens with you, personally - The Rebbe. 
We can see this even nowadays when we write 
to the Rebbe and the Rebbe will help us in 
our situation (like we all saw this summer in 
our bunk), we know that the Rebbe is with 
us. When we do what he wants us to do (like 

learning Rambam every day) and follow in his 
ways and we show that the Rebbe is alive and 
his work continues on strong, this is our job. 
This special mission lies especially in our hands, 
“we the children have the strength and clarity, 
we have a fire burning with intensity” thats why 
the Rebbe trusts us with this more than adults. 
So as we shed tears leaving Gan Yisroel (un-
til next year, of course) we have to remem-
ber to take back all the Koichos we got from 
camp to Toronto, Chicago, Montreal, Win-
nipeg, California, New York, New Jersey, 
and make every corner of the world bright-
er with the flame that the Rebbe lit inside 
each of us, in order to bring Moshiach. 
 
Chevreh! we both had a blast be-
ing your counselors this summer. 
Please make sure to call us when we’re bored in 
Yeshiva next year.
 
“The A-frame stands against the sky... 
Knowing that I’ll be back next year...”

With tears, Mendel and Shmulik
 
Mendel 9292482199 
Shmulik 9293939302
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If Bunk Zayin was stuck on 
an island ... would bring
 Y. Varnai: His watch 
N. Stern: Yankel Notik 
Y. Notik: Rubberbands 
M. Kreisman: Flashlight (Oops, was taken 
away) 
M. Kaplan: Bug spray 
A. Zajac: Basketball 
M. Grossbaum: Tradition soup 
Y. Antebi: A bathroom pass 
B. Zarchi: His cap 
M. Hecht: paper to draw on 
N. Hertz: Neggel Vasser 
JJ Altein: Candy 
S. Halberstam: Arik Shemtov 
Y. Srugo: His smile 
M. Konikov: Rebbe coupons 
Shmulik: Bathrobe 
Mendel: French music
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Tayere Bunk Ches,

Yankel

Yisroel

Ari x2

Levi

Yossi

Mendel x4

Shloime

Srali

Zalmen

Binyomin

Yosef

Berel (best name ever!)

I am not going to start this letter with the same 
boring stuff that you always find in these letters, 
like for example how much fun we had this sum-
mer, and how sad we are that it’s over, and more 
importantly how much we gained in our under-
standing of how special our connection is to the 
Rebbe, and how 2 Walkervillians (- translation: 
people who think they are special for missing 
half of camp) crashed the bunk smack in middle 
of camp….

My only hope and blessing to you guys is to take 
something out of this amazing summer and im-
plement it in your day to day life, bringing a great 
nachas ruach to the Rebbe. Tayere Brider! Even 
though it’s hard for us to depart after such an 
amazing summer, we will surely see each other 
again by our dear Rebbe, whether on Rosh Ch-
odesh Kislev, Hey Teves or Yud Aleph Nissan, 
we will surely bump into each other. Our bunk 
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is one of many colors with so much energy 
and potential, you guys have the strength to 
go out as Shluchim and turn over the world. 
Till the day when we will be reunited with the 
Rebbe once again!

There is a special story… never mind, that’s 
how all journal letters go, NOT in OUR bunk!

QUIET! I SAID QUIET!! …. Keep saying 
Hamapil (with Hashem’s name) and always 
remember when you look at a picture of 
the Rebbe, the Rebbe looks back at you…. 
Good night campers, good night counselors, 
good night Machane Gan Yisroel… zzzzzz… 
zzzzzz… MO GLAZE in the house! Oh, and 
keep getting 12s by clean up at home.

(Don’t forget next year in BMD, we are still 
owed a late night for Ma’ariv)

See you on Zoom™ :).

Don’t hesitate to call us after camp, we will be in 
Yeshiva together next year, Iy”h. And don’t be sur-
prised if you get a call from us :).

Shloimy Gleyzer

(845) 825-2838

Berele Marozov

(216) 785-5001

Ksiva Vchasima Tova!
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Tayere bunk Tes 
 
Wow what a summer. As it draws to a close and 
camp is suddenly behind us, let’s think for a sec-
ond about what we went through together for 
the past seven weeks. Starting in Walkerville and 
the amazing time we had there (THREE WEEKS 
KICKS!! ...they really did). Then came the shock-
ing news we got that we would be spending the 
next little while in Walkerville. Remember how 
upset we all were? We didn’t know what was go-
ing to be or why things happened the way they 
did, but one thing kept going through our mind, 
that we are in Hashem’s hands and everything 
that happens is part of his plan for us. And then 
of course in the end we had the craziest epic 
wacky and fantastically amazing two weeks ever, 
two weeks that we will never, ever forget!! From 
now on whenever you feel like things aren’t go-
ing the right way, just remember: Walkerville.  
 
Let Walkerville teach us and remind us through-

out our life that no matter what happens to up 
we must remember that the Rebbe is with us in 
every situation and giving us the strength to turn 
it around like we did in those historic weeks. 
 
Walker Walkerville, Walker Walkerville let’s go!
Go big or go home!
 
     Your fellow Walkervillians,   
                          Mendel and Shea 
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Zalman Lazaroff - didn’t win the magnets (“be careful lest you become one”) 
Shlomi Weiss - didn’t always go on strike 
Mendel Matusof - didn’t want late nights so much 
Levi Goldstein - was always ready for lights out  
Bentzi Deren - didn’t have his cousin for a counselor  
Yudi Grossbaum - didn’t run Lifetown :) 
Gavriel Shemtov - didn’t have Tzemach in camp 
Meir Shemtov - didn’t do brothers night with three brothers 
Leibel Shmotkin - Didn’t have a new nephew during camp

WHAT IF.......
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Dear bunk Yud, 
Wow! What a summer, can’t believe it’s already 
over.  It has been a lot, starting with 3 weeks in 
Walkerville (walker, walkerville, walker, walk-
erville lets go!) that was something special. We 
had so much fun together, we had a blast, we 
had a whopping walkerville time. Starting with 
the first 3 weeks, and then the last week it got 
even better. Then we joined camp in Lubavitch 
city, Kalkaska. Time flew by like crazy, here we 
are at the end of camp. 
       What a summer, these 7 weeks have such 
great memories, but the most important thing 
is to take those memories with you, the chayus, 
the energy, the inspiration, the message of Gan 
yisroel, take it along wherever you are going af-
ter camp, and unpack those precious bags. Just 
like by Tishrei the Frierdiker Rebbe said that 
during Tishrei you pack up treasures and after-
wards when one goes home you have to unpack 
the bags that you gathered during Tishrei. Pos-
sibly the same could be said about camp, during 
camp there are many treasures that we collect, 
be it color war, late nights, Friday night Farbren-

gens, stories late at night, and every regular day 
in camp, Davening, learning class, playing sports 
like a Chossid, the spirit of Ahavas Yisroel, and 
living with the Rebbe every day, the list goes on 
and on. Guys, those are treasures! Don’t leave 
them behind! 
      Bunk Yud listen up! You guys got to remem-
ber that you are the Rebbe’s children, you are in 
the Rebbe’s Gan Yisroel, the Rebbe’s garden. Do 
you realize how special that is!? Each and every 
one of you have a lot of koach, very strong power 
that the Rebbe’s gives you. Yes you! We are found 
in the last generation of Golus, actually the last 
moments of Golus, therefor it is up to us that we 
get the work done, and since Hashem does not 
demand from us something more then what we 
are capable of, means that we have the Koach 
(strength) to do it. Especially children, in Tzivos 
Hashem have a special Koach to bring Moshiach. 
With every Mitzvah we bring Moshiach closer, 
there is a big job on our shoulders, but we know 
we can bring it till the end.
     It’s hard to say good bye, and it’s hard to leave 
Gan Yisroel, and even when we live Gan Yisroel, 
we must make sure Gan Yisroel never leaves us! 
We should keep up with our Hachlatos, (espe-
cially the Hachlata we made during our late night 
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by the bon fire – to Bli neder learn Rambam 
(Sefer Hamitzvos, or Perek Echad) every day 
at least until 18 elul, and hopefully beyond), 
keep In touch with each other, and keep in 
touch with the energy of Gan Yisroel, and not 
only keep it to ourselves, but give to others, to 
our family, friends, and anyone we come in 
contact with. We must show everyone and be 
an example of the Rebbe’s chossid.  
    We must realize that everything we had this 
summer, is all from the Rebbe’s Berochos, and 
we should continue to realize throughout our 
life, that everything that happens in revealed 
good in our life is from the Rebbe’s Berochos. 
   Chevra! Bunk yud, keep up the good work, 
continue giving the Rebbe Nachas, by doing 
what the Rebbe wants, and may we be Zoche 
to see the Rebbe with our physical eyes right 
now with the coming of Moshiach Tzidkeinu, 
right now!
   Please keep in touch, Any time you want to 
talk and Farbreng
Mendel lazaroff – 713 373- 1542
Mottel slonim – 607-621-3525, mot-
telslonim@gmail.com         

Your dear counclers,
Mendel Lazaroff and Mottel slonim

Chezzy Deren – would not have his brother Levi as 
head counselor
Shloma shmotkin – would not have his cap
Mendel slonim – would not have his uncle as a 
counselor
Sholom volovik – would not learn Rambam after 
lights out
Gabi Geisinski – would not have his camera
Shalom Nuiwirth – would not have a laundry bas-
ket 
Motty Kreizniansky – would not have his nick 
name “kraz”
Yudi Treitel – would not have his uncle Menashe 
in camp
Levi Itche Lazaroff- would not have his cousin as 
a councler
Yossi Tenunboum – would not get a zipper sweater
Chaim Azimov – would not have his brother Men-
del as head councler in 3 weeks
Shia Shmotkin  - would not have the Farbrengen 
with his bunk at the end of the first session
Bunk Yud – wouldn’t have gone to walkerville…… 

.....Then it just wouldn’t 
be the same 

WHAT IF.......
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GET BACK TO CAMP ASAP!!! 



Learning teachees header

צו מיין טייערע
‘קבוצה שי
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To the most amazing and awesome 
kvutza the one and only kvutza Alef!!!! 
What a amazing summer this was the learn-
ing farbrenging and spending time to-
gether it really affected us all and streng-
thend our hiskashrus to the rebbe  
So chevreh let’s continue to give the rebbe na-
chas do what’s needed and don’t forget kvutza 
Alef rocks!!
 
Leible shemtov

קבוצה
א

קבוצה
ב

Dear M altain b fox m ash s cohen m klianman 
l Zaklikovsky y yelin...........The most smashing 
awesome kevutza ever...... kevutza bais!!!!!! 
It was very geshmak to learn and farbreng and 
grow with all of you during the past month. All 
the trees that were climbed, all the sand which 
was kicked, the treasures which were found, 
the geshmake time we had together, will be an 
unforgettable experience. 
Now that we are done this summer I hope you 
guys take what we learned and farbranged 
about and apply it to your day to day life 
through taking new hachlotos and growing in 
our chasidishkeit and hiskashrus to the Reb-
be and through that we will be zoche to bring 
moshiach and be with the Rebbe again!! 

Don’t be afraid to stay in touch, I would love to 
hear from you!

Tzemach K
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DEAR KVUTZA GIMMEL,
The end of the summer come around the corner so 
fast I can only look back at the good times during 
learning class we spent together, all the learning 
we did, the questions and answers about the reb-
bes nisius with prizes, the hike we did to quick-
sand lake (we didn’t get to go to swamp lake... yet) 
the time we went to the massive pile of wood be-
hind the baseball field where we saw “The Tree”  
And the stories we said, the farbrengen on shab-
bos with the story of the selfie, and the many 
other memories we spent together.

Sincerely THE BEST LEARNING TEACHER ;)

קבוצה
ג

Kevutaza 4, wow the summer went by so fast we 
all grew in chassidishkit and learned and had fun 
we did so good in kluger and almost won even 
though there were some harder times and easier 
times we all grew and and enjoyed it and that’s 
what’s important I wish you all hazlacha in ev-
erything you do and we should be zoche to bring 
moshiach now!

קבוצה
ד
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To the awesomest, greatest, coolest, etc. etc. 
kevutza out there, kevutza hey (obviously)
Shea, Mendel, Gabi, Yossi, Shloimy, Levik:
In the beginning of the summer, I wasn’t sure 
what kind of campers I would get, but, sur-
prisingly, I got the most unbelievable (etc. etc.) 
group of campers that I could ever have imag-
ined.   The time that I was able to spend with 
you was truly amazing - something that I won’t 
forget (at least for a long time); the stories, the 
suspense, the Spanish Inquisition, R’ Adam Baal 
Shem, Zecharya, Siberia, “give me a break!”, the 
kluger games (“we crushed!”), and, of course, re-
current extensions/additions to our kevutza.
But, now that the summer flew by, and you are 
leaving back home, don’t forget about all of the 
important things you learned (besides for the sto-
ries): don’t forget that the only way we will bring 
moshiach is by doing our Shlichus in our day to 
day life - whatever it may be - without making 

קבוצה
ה

cheshbonos, without asking questions, by go-
ing out of ourselves (#colorwar), and throwing 
ourselves into doing everything that the Rebbe 
expects of us, no matter what it is.       And don’t 
forget (you know who I’m talking to…) if you 
put a bit of effort into it, you can do it.
Hoping to see you around!
Mayer Greenberg 
Feel free to contact me at mayergberg@gmail.
com 

L.S. didn’t know everything (answers, the rest of 
the story)
S.K. wasn’t doing the right thing at the right time
M.B. could read English
G.T. wasn’t speaking to Y.P.
Y.P. didn’t have a Chinese-yoyo
S.G. wasn’t waiting for Mrs. Lifshitz 
M.G. wasn’t in middle of a story
…then Kevutza Hey wouldn’t be the 
awesomest kevutza around!

WHAT IF.......
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קבוצה
ו

The fort is almost finished, wait let’s have a 
sword fight. 
But seriously, Tayere kevutza vov, 
I just wanted to end off the summer with a very 
important vort, in which we can all take out of 
and live with for the rest of our lives. 
Close your eyes and imagine, Monday chof av 
tof shin pei, we all sat down and wrote a letter 
to the rebbe, with the knowledge coming in 
that דער רבי וועט געפינען א וועג the rebbe will find 
a way to answer us. But I want all of you guys 
to know that writing to the rebbe can’t just be 
something we do a few times a year, we have to 
keep the rebbe in touch, making sure the rebbe 
knows what is going on in our lives, and giving 
the rebbe nachas!!

Sincerely, gedalie 

Ps. Don’t forget krias shema

To the tayere talmidim of the greatest kvutze in 
the world, kvutze zayin.
Wow! That was fast. Was that really four weeks? 
It feels like just yesterday that zelig dismissed us 
from the shul to our (first) learning class loca-
tion. (Remember that place? That was before we 
upgraded to outside rabbi g’s house. And for the 
final time, no berel we cannot move back to lake-
side).
We spent so much time together learning, far-
brenging, playing games…..I’m really going to 
miss you guys…… hope you miss me too…:)  
Anyway I’m sitting here in the LAB at 3am and 
levik is telling me to hurry up so I’ll leave you 
with this. These past few weeks we discussed 
many things, most importantly we spoke time 
and time again about how each and every one 
of us has a deep and special connection to the 
rebbe. We spoke about how the rebbe loves us 
with a love deeper than the love of a parent to 

קבוצה
ז
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a child and how we have the obligation to give 
him nachas. I know the head counsler said this 
story the first Friday night of camp but it’s such a 
powerful story I’ll say it again. 
There was once a child in Detroit cheder who 
wrote to the rebbe that he is taking a hachlata to 
say brachois from a siddur every morning. He 
got an answer back from the rebbe החייתני כמים 
 loosely translated, you gave) קרים על נפש עייפה
me life like giving cold water to a thirsty person). 
Do you guys understand? A small child no more 
than 10 years old did something small which 
takes almost no effort on his part and the rebbe 
had tremendous nachas! This is something we 
must remember all the time, we have it in us to 
give the rebbe nachas. We have to ask ourselves 
daily are we giving the rebbe nachas or chas ve-
shalom the opposite. 
One final thing, When rabbi avremal shemtov 
wrote to the rebbe that he bought the grounds for 
camp gan yisroel in parksvill n.y. the rebbe an-
swered him ולפירות טובות במשך כל השנה (loosely 
translated that it should give fruit during the rest 

of the year). The rebbe was saying in other words 
that camp isn’t just about having fun and the such, 
camp is a place to grow….a place where chassidim 
are made. We have to make sure to bring the fire 
and chayus of camp home with us to our everyday 
life. 
In conclusion I would like to give all of you a bra-
cha to continue to grow in learning and daven-
ing and to be a chayal in the rebbes army, tzivois 
hashem. And very soon we will finish the mission 
the rebbe gave us to bring moshaich right now.
Keep in touch!
Your learning teacher ,מענדל סלבטיצקי 
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Dear, Bentzi, Levi, Binyomin, Yaakov Yehudah, 
Mendel and Mendel

Wow! what a amazing summer! 
It all started when the MBP director was substi-
tuting for a few days... and now we are on our 
way home.
There is so many different things we Farbrenged 
about over the summer but one thing that I 
think is important to remember is that the Reb-
be care’s for each and every one of us, and the 
Rebbe wants to hear from us not only when 
something goes wrong, it could be on a regu-
lar day, take a pen and paper and write a letter 
and send it to the Ohel, to give the Rebbe some 
good news like the Rebbe wrote many times. 
Chevra you guys got to realize the amazing ko-
chos (strength) you have, you sometimes might 
not realize it, but the Rebbe tells us that our gen-
eration and especially children have the power 
to bring Moshiach! So take along everything we 
learnt together this summer, bring it home with 
you, share it with others, “until the whole will be 
Gan Yisroel”, and finally we will be zoche to see 
the Rebbe with our physical eyes with the com-
ing of Moshiach Tzidkenu now!
Let’s keep in touch!
Your dear Learning Teacher,
Mendel Berghoff - 917-940-0346

קבוצה
ח

To my dear Kvutzah, the awesome’st Kevutzah 
ever, Kvutzah Tes:
As Anticipation for The commencement of Gan 
Yisroel 5780 came closer and The excitement 
grew we put together a beautiful curriculum and 
program to enjoy a beautiful exciting Chassishe 
And interactive summer thinking and full of 
hope that that’s the way it way it will be. 
And Low and behold with the Rebbes Brachos 
not only did Gan Yisroel open it’s doors but look-
ing back now at the past 4 weeks it was a success 
higher the expected in every sense of the word. 
From the Farbrengen’s on Shabbos Afternoon to 
the tense Kluger games and making it to the play-
offs not to my credit rather to your cooperation 
and interest and devotion to the Rebbes inyonim 
and what he expected from us as his Chasidim. 
It is my only hope that what we learned and Far-
brengd about throughout the summer will stay 
with all of us and take a effect on all of us, and 
then from us to our surroundings to make from 
them Chasidim, and bring them into the Dor 
Hashvii circle that we learned about.

קבוצה
ט
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But if we can at least walk out of this summer 
with one thing, and as you read this note as tears 
fill your eyes as you ascend to the bus reflecting 
on your amazing summer think for a moment 
or even a little more, of what you will take upon 
yourself in your Avodas HaShem and in Ahavas 
Yisroel and in being Mekarev more yidden to the 
Rebbe. 
And one more thing “Ha Mechake L’Besuros To-
vos to him there is nothing more precious then 
me”
And of course “The Rebbe Hears For Each one 
he Cares All of there feelings he equally Shares” 
= to write to the Rebbe and let him know what’s 
going on with ourselves, for he wants to hear 
“good news” 

So let’s keep in touch and bring the warmth of 
Gan Yisroel to our hometown and we will see 
once again with the coming of moshiach and we 
will see our Rebbe once again 
“how can we express our pain ? In this galous we 
can’t remain, we just want to see our Rebbe Vehu 
Yigalenu Amen” 

Dear Tayere Talmidim, 
Isser F, Tzvi R, Moshe Binyomon F, Yosef F, 
Moishy S, Shneur Z, and Shlomo M.
I enjoyed being your Learning teacher, and I 
hope you enjoyed as well. When the Alter Reb-
be came to Mezritch, the Maggid arranged that 
he should learn with his son Reb Avrohom, who 
was called the “Malach”. The “Malach” would 
teach the Alter Rebe Chasidus for three hours a 
day, and the Alter Rebbe would teach the “Mal-
ach” Nigla for three hours a day. When the Mal-
ach would finish his three hours of teaching the 
Alter Rebbe would turn back the clockso they 
could learn more Chassidus! The Malach being 
quite removed from physical things, he didn’t 
even notice! 
I hope you will continue to have a Geshmak (en-
joyment) in learning Torah and never want to 
stop learning! I am sure through learning Torah 
in such a way Moshiach will come very soon!
 
Your learning teacher that will miss you. 
Motty Smith
8454225165
mottysmith7@gmail.com

קבוצה
י
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Shaps: What if Isser Friedman wouldn’t be 
friends with Shlomo Matesuf. 
What if Tzvi Reiter wouldn’t have a fidget. 
What if Moishy Schiner wouldn’t behave. 
What if Moshe Binyomon Feldman wouldn’t 
play with the sand. 
What if Shlomo Matesuf wouldn’t have a good 
voice. 
What if Yosef Fox wouldn’t climb on trees. 
What if Shneur Zwibel would be more loud.

WHAT IF.......

Tayere Kevutza Yud Alef!!
Boruch Hashem this summer was amazing!! We 
learned and played some games together, played 
kluger (even though we didn’t win L we still had 
a fun timeJ), we went on hikes together, oh man! 
Let’s not forget about quick sand lake, and the 
boy drowning J…, I told you a lots of good sto-
ries (not only about my zaidy (stick-out-tongue-
emoji). And of course we farbrenged together 
shtark about how the rebbe loves each one and 
smiles at us every time we give him nachas, , and 
to learn a lot and enjoy school (almost as much 
as our learning class (stick-out-tongue-emoji)) 
and I wish you guys that you should have a very 
hatzlochodike year!

Now something about each one of you:
M. Teldon - always listening and learning in 
learning class, adding in his funny jokes, copy-
ing Feivish Finkel and always being a good sport 
(and don’t forget his cap J)

קבוצה
יא
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M. Kreisman - the one person that calls me “reb-
bi.” Always making sure that I’m always on my 
feet and that learning class isn’t boring, rather 
fun with games, and we’re happy that he was in 
our kevutza
M. Lifshitz - always asking questions, and more 
questions, but always learning and proud of his 
Zeidy and Bubby Lifshitz, (and not happy about 
his brother Dovid…)
M. Zwiebel - the “know it all” [“Chacham Fun 
Ma Nishtana”] - which means that everything’s 
boring because he knows it all… (and don’t for-
get his camera)
Y. Resnick - just a little trouble… but never ever 
does anything wrong, and thank you for always 
making sure that I’m a good learning teacher 
and keeping the class cool
M. Evenchik - has a brother the cameraman who 
makes sure he’s well supplied. And your “chas 
v’sholom”’s were always appreciated J

Sincerely Your Dearest Learning Teacher,
Levi Greenberg.
P.S: To reach me you can call me @ 248 787 0953. 
Email: “levicommerce@gmail.com”

Tayere kevutzah yud beis,

As a smashing summer comes to a close, a sum-
mer full of learning and chassidishkiet, and each 
one of us heads back to his hometown, we need 
to always keep in mind that all the chayus of the 
summer can’t just be a thing of the past. We need 
to take the inspiration that we got here in Gan 
yisroel, and make sure it lasts with us for our 
entire life! It has been a geshmake summer to-
gether, and I hope we can farbreng again in the 
future.

L’Chayim!

קבוצה
יב
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To the best greatest wisest most humble opti-
mistic and diligent kevutza, kevutza yud gimmel!

This year we spoke so much about our two stars 
bobdude and mr. dude, the power struggles they 
went through and the payments that had to be 
made, so I thought I would leave you off with 
just one more scenario, what do you think would 
be the law if bobdude would take mr. dude and 
forcefully place him in a garbage can, thus re-
sulting great embarrassment, would he be liable 
for the embarrassment caused to mr. dude? Usu-
ally the answer would be yes - for its embarrass-
ing to be placed in a garbage can, however in our 
most amazing kevutza, kevutza yud gimmel (!!!!) 
the answer is no! For one of the many amazing 
things I have been blessed to learn over this 
summer from our esteemed kevutzah members, 
is that it’s easier to sit on a table, lie on the bench 
or even sit on a garbage can than to sit on the 
bench during learning class!!! Don’t ask me why, 
but one thing is for sure that being in close con-
tact with the garbage can is not so embarrassing. 
Either way, boruch hashem by the end of camp 
everyone found themselves a beach chair (be-
sides for me J) and we even got rid of our huge 
table (!!), what an accomplishment! 

קבוצה
יג

Now on a more serious note, it has been a true 
pleasure learning with you all this summer, I hope 
you gained a lot, but the main point is to use out 
this summer as a stepping stone to grow in the 
years to come, that everything we do should be 
according to what the torah says and the rebbe 
taught us and we should merit to the coming of 
moshiach, with the rebbe right now!

Quotable Quotes:     
When you read this, make sure to read it with the 
right tunes.
L.A: “Look at B.G’s blond spot” ”its soooo cool!!” 
“what is it called, b.g?” “Yeah! Melanin”   
L.S: “Its not my fault” “Im trying” “Its Hard” “He 
is distracting me” 
M.V: “Why do you always pick on me?” 
M.P: “Someone in my Chabad house….”
S.W: “Yehuda, I’m listening!”
B.G: “I love speaking about my family… so one 
time my: mother / father / younger brother /                                                         
younger sister / my older brother mendel (“which 
I looove seeing”)

Sincerely Your Dearest Learning Teacher,
Yehuda Polter.

P.S: Feel free to contact me @ (718)-7221838 Or 
Email:” Yehudapolter2@gmail.com”
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To the tayere talmidim of the best kvutza, yud 
daled. Thank you for the best Summer of my life, 
hope it was yours too. On the first day, I was so 
excited yet nervous to be teaching in camp for 
the first time, but you guys didn’t disappoint 
me!!! Even with all of the, “don’t play with rocks 
or with the wood, it gives him chills, don’t play 
with the sand or the insects” It was the best sum-
mer ever!!!!!!!!!! In klugur we knew one question 
after the other, we were learning so hard that 
when I wanted to take you guys on a run away 
you answered, no!!! we need to learn!!!! it was 
the best!!!!! Outside of class we still talked to 
each other becoming better friends. Now in my 
league: “Obrigado pot tudor que vocês fizeram 
pot mim, foi uma onra ter vocês como alunos, 
desejo um otimo ano lentivo, até o ani que vem.” 
Wish you guys an amazing year from your learn-
ing teacher Nosson Schapiro. #kvutzayuddaled-
edemais. 

קבוצה
יד

To the most awesome kevutza tes vov ever! 
Mendel, Hershel, leibel, Levi, eliyahu, Meir: 
 
This summer flew by so fast - I feel like it was 
yesterday when I took you to our new learn-
ing class location on the first day! Since then 
so much has happened - the story that took the 
entire summer to tell, the rock throwing, go-
ing on our hike, the bear we saw ;), attempting 
to bring chairs to learning class, and of course, 
all the learning that we did (we even made it 
to the playoffs although against our will! :)) 
 
But now, as you go on to your shlichus, don’t 
forget how when we do what the Rebbe de-
mands from us - even if it seems so impossi-
ble - that everything will fall into place, just 
like the shliach in eretz yisrael that needed the 
grants for his school, and through following the 
Rebbe’s horaos (which seemingly would have 
the opposite effect) everything worked out. 
 
Thank you so much for such an unbelievable 
summer that I was zoche to spend with you! 
 
Looking forward to keeping in touch - 
I will always be glad to hear from you 
 
Contact me at 419-479-8700

קבוצה
טו 
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Dear kvutza tes zayin
What a summer. So much fun learning, far-
brenging, playing mafia and begging zalmy to 
play along and lastly coming from nowhere to 
make the klugger playoffs. If there is something 
I would like to leave you from the summer it’s 
have fun while you learn and you might surprise 
yourself. 
Have a great year stay healthy and stay in touch

If I got a nickle everytime…
Mendy k: mentioned the levayathon
Yaakov v: said yambam
Surly t: switched seats at the table
Yisrael s: lied down on the bench
Zalmy s: gave us a lesson on animals or insects
I would be very rich

קבוצה
טז 

My dear kevutza,

While still trying to recover from the shock grief 
and public humiliation of loosing you in court 
I figured I will write you a letter in the mean time 

I actually realized that through all the hardships I ac-
tually really enjoyed spending time together which 
each one of you separately and all of you together 
 
More specifically I realized that each of you have a 
special quality which I learnt and gained from you 
 
Including (but not limited to):

Ari Greenberg : you are extremely determined 
and ambitious in your goals and when you com-
mit yourself to something I Am sure you will 
follow through I really respect you for this and 
just a little tip in life is that you should use this 
out to its fullest cause not everyone is so lucky 
 
Ari Kaplan: you understand stuff in a very deep way 
and our not embarrassed to ask for what you want to 
understand. Keep on going and don’t give up. You are 
also very humble and care for ppl in a special  way 
(and by the way when you would have your laughing 
attacks in middle of learning class it made my day;))  
 
Yossi amzlak: you are very smart. Really. When I 

קבוצה
יז 
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saw you involved in the Gemara it was very gesh-
mak to learn and shteig with you (even when the 
rest were busy climbing trees or worse...) you should 
use out your capability in its fullest and you will 
accomplish great things. You are also very honest 
and truthful and you won’t settle for anything less.  
 
Shneur Halbershtam: you have a unique sensitivi-
ty in you and I saw it shine quite often during the 
summer. You should really take advantage of this 
to help ppl especially your  friends or just some-
one you think needs a warm smile, take a ex-
ample from the rebbe how he spoke to ppl. This 
will also get you very far in your shlichus iy”h 
(And btw In case you were wor-
ried, you did not turn in to a detroiter:))  
 
Last but not least: Yachtzel notik: you have a incred-
ible sense of humor and it’s a real pleasure to just 
be around you and watch you lighten up every sit-
uation..and I still remember a lot of jokes you told 
us while speaking out..especially the racist ones... 
You’ll definitely get around easi-
ly with this inborn talent..just don’t abuse it;) 
 
Arik ShemTov: I thought first it’s only fair to list 
my own talent too since I am a member of this 
learning class. But then I realized that would be 
borderline inappropriate and heavily magnet-
ic. So I guess you’ll just have to find one by your-
self. I hope you won’t have to work so hard.. 
 
Anyway, if you ever miss me too much just take out my 
camp song and sing it #אנא נפשי כתבית יהבית Or you 
can just learn some Tanya Baal PEH and then call me 
to get tested. (That goes for you too mr. Greenberg) 
Or you can just call me.period. 
Or you can wait for me to call you on your birthday...if 
I ever find out when it is and if your saying the truth. 
 
Sincerely, Arik hakohen ShemTov

To the best kevutza ever!! 
Wow what a summer! All the learning and far-
brenging, the begillion questions we wrote, the 
most unbelivable hike to quick sand lake, and 
how cud i forget about all the cavities! 
I wish you alot of hatzlacha in the coming year 
in everything you do, making the rebbe proud 
of what amazing chassidells you are. 
Thank you for giving me such an easy time, 
learning torah with you!

 
Sruli

קבוצה
יח
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Dear kvutza yud tes,

 
This was truly a amazing summer you guys ex-
celled in so many ways learning farbrenging..... 
You should use all the coachos you got from the 
summer in all your endeavors and the ikur is to 
give the rebbe true emmese nachas!

קבוצה
יט

To the most amazing campers of kevotza chof
I can’t believe that camp is almost over and 
as crazy our kevotza is I am going to miss it. I 
don’t know about you but I had the most amaz-
ing summer ever.  I don’t know what is was that 
made kevotza chof so awesome 
Was it the learning? Farberanging? Bottle 
smashing? A frame building? Run-awaying? I’d 
say it all those and more just being in camp the 
rebbes daled Amos is something special with 
the chasidishe atmosphere and most of all you 
being with a group of such great chasidishe 
campers And although this summer is over and 
we are all leaving camp doesn’t mean that camp 
leaves you by taking something that you learned 
and keeping it with you throughout the year 
whether it be the fact that the rebbe is with you 
or the importance of rambam or going “Arois 
Fun Zich” to do something for someone else 
I hope you all had an amazing time like I did 
and use the chyus and whatever you got from 
camp to do things to make the rebbe proud and 
bring Moshiach
I hope to keep in touch 
Your learning teacher 
M.schargodorsky

קבוצה
כ
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Put down the sticks! Go to the tree, MA-
FIA!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
But in all seriousness, besides for all the bijilion 
mafia games, we have to take a moment to be se-
rious for a few minutes and remember that each 
and everyone of us are the rebbe’s children and 
the rebbe constantly is caring for us. I’m remind-
ed of a story of Mr.Zalman Jaffe from Manches-
ter (who was zoche to many kiruvim from the 
rebbe), the rebbe once told him that he doesn’t 
want tzorus Chasidim (meaning the rebbe 
doesn’t want us to just write to him when we are 
in a time of need for a brocho or advice etc. The 
rebbe wants to hear from us also when every-
thing is going good, and we should want to give 
the rebbe besuros tovos, giving the rebbe nachas! 

Sincerely, Rabbi Avi Katz!

קבוצה
כא

Tayere Kvutzah כ“ב
Am I writing to you as your coun-
selor or your learning teacher?  
3 weeks ago some of you were In my bunk and 
then suddenly your sitting by my kvutzah table. 
But I guess this only brings out the vort of our 
past 7 weeks together, we had so many chang-
es, ups and downs (are we joining main camp 
, or do we have to stay on our one side of camp 
or perhaps even stay in walkerville?) That no 
matter what the situation is we know that we are 
in the Rebbe’s camp and everything turns out 
for the good. And we clearly saw that it did, we 
had the most amazing smashing summer ever!!  
Just remember this summer as a lesson for 
life, that whenever we find ourselves in a 
tough situation, don’t worry it will all be good! 
Remember what we farbrenged about on shab-
bes, that every chosid should have the nat-
ural feeling that the rebbe is his father, and 
with that in mind we should never feel down. 
Anyway, it’s getting late and I have to be on time for 
learning class tomorrow, so I will finish up by wish-
ing you all the best in the year to come, and iy”h I 
will see you next summer in camp, with the rebbe 
at our leed with the coming of moshiach tzidkeinu! 
 
P.S 
If you ever want to farbreng or just 
shmooze feel free to call - 908 376 6422 
 

Mottel Greisman

קבוצה
כב
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Hello everybody!
What an amazing summer we had! Starting from 
Kevutza Gimmel in Walkerville, again in the sec-
ond session, and finally in Kevutza Chof Gimmel 
in Kalkaska, through the ups and the downs, the 
ins and the out, the unders and the overs, the lefts 
and the rights, the forwards and the backwards, 
we prevailed! We made the best out of every situ-
ation, learned many things (even when we didn’t 
learn), and had a blast! This summer will be one 
of my most memorable summers ever, and I will 
never forget having all of you in my learning class. 
 
I hope you all enjoyed as much as me and having 
me as your learning teacher (even for a week) will 
have an everlasting effect on you to do your ut-
most in every situation to give the Rebbe nachas.  
 
Bye till next time,
Mendel Gopin
 
P.S. You can call me at anytime even at night 
(I don’t sleep) for anything and everything. 
7869421263

קבוצה
כג

I walk in to learning class and this 
is what I see: 
 
Levi Barash - obviously came early to save the 
chair. 
Motti Krazkianzki - already raising his hand to 
ask for a break. 
Yudi Grossbaum - asking if he could read from 
the kovetz. 
Shloymi Weiss - building a A-frame out of 
twigs. 
Meir Shemtov - taking a last sip from a can of 
sprite.



A word from our people at THE LAB



We the people of the lab, just want to tell 
you like this. The summer we just had can-
not truly express  itself  in words on a page 
rather it should truly be announced and 
shouted over the PA for all to hear loud and 
clear! THIS WAS BEST SUMMER EVER!!!! 
Honestly I mean it!!! It was just beyond any 
of our wildest dreams or expectations.  It was 
our zchus to sit there in that amazingly cozy 
office and do all that we did (to go into de-
tails would need an entire 2nd journal) As 
we go home there should just be one thing 
in your ringing in your mind “your atten-
tion all campers and counselors your atten-
tion please there is exactly 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 
2 1 moshiach is right now moshiach is right 
now!!!”

With everlasting sincerity , 
Schwartzie and Schaps

Mendel Schwartz 

Hey Levi I need to ask you an 
important ques�on 

O hey Mendel  
Ye sure, what’s up? 

So… I was just offered the opportunity of a 
life �me… I was asked to run the front office 
in CGI Detroit of course I said yes I have been 
wai�ng for this moment my en�re life, 
here's the thing though I need someone to 
do it with and I was hoping that would be 
you 

OK I hear you just give me 24 hours to think 
about it 

No wait!!! How could I wait so long 
when I already now that the answer 
for sure will be a yes !!!there is no 
be�er way/place to spend my  
summer 

Yes! I'm so happy to hear that I cant 
wait for the summer to start!!! 

Me either, see you there!!! 



Camp Stats

1 lab 
3 million  pages  printed out of it 
10 bunks 
24 kevutzas 
3 inflatables 
10 million eggs cracked 
78 league games 
18 kids averaged by the white tree  
4,759 packages delevired to camp 
459,634 items sold in canteen 
Between 1-3 tetherballs (depending on 
the day) 
45 fish caught 
17 radios 
5 million gallons of water used to try 
and fill up the lake 
104,682 emails 
8,376 frogs caught  
1 erny 
78,980 times the word vort was used  
720 hours  
43,200 minutes 
25,920,000 seconds  
In the rebbe’s camp!!!!!

The Labs Ten
Commandment

1. Thou shall follow time accord-
ing to the PA and not by your watch 
2. Thou shall shower more than 
once a week 
3. Thou shall ask a million ques-
tions to the lab  
4. Thou shall not show up to 
lineup in pajamas  
5. Thou shall not steal ernie the 
chicken 
6. Thou shall defeat the Montreal 
banons   
7. Thou shall say the staff play 
was amazing  
8. Thou shall say you love the 
revile tape 
9. Thou shall thank mr. Dovid 
brook for his generous donation  
10. Thou shall come back next 
year!!!!!!!!



A word from our 
beloved ERNIE

To the wonderful staff and campers of 5780, 
The way Ernie has become a thing is a wee bit 
crazy, 

It all started with serving you guys some food, 
And then the trips that were just way to good, 

So the lesson I’m gonna share with you, 
Might be a difficult one to find so true, 

Even if you always try to change ‘em, 
Things don’t always run how you like ‘em, 

Driving and schlepping, building and scream-
ing. 
Don’t worry - keys are not a thing. 

I try in every which way possible to me, 
To help make a summer that’s fun for every-
body. 

It really touches me to say, 
How much I really would love to stay, 

BUT GUYS… 

If you wanna’ make Pei Alef a thing, 
You’re gonna have to pull every string.

A word from our 
incredible kitchen manager

Merci beaucoup!!!! j’adore travailler dur pour 
les campeurs !!! c’était le meilleur été de ma vie 
!!! J’ai hâte de revenir ici l’année prochaine !!!! 
est-ce que l’un d’entre vous comprend ce que 
je dis? vraiment ce n’est pas le point le point 
est que vous me manquerez tellement !!!! et 
n’oubliez pas de continuer à manger beaucoup, 
beaucoup de nourriture

From the one and only KM Shmuel Laschkar

PS: anyone that understood the French part 
should right away email the head counselors 
and tell them what it says.

WHY WHY WHY  
What a summer , 
I had the best opportunity to be a part of the 
kitchen staff, and to make sure our campers in 
our camp have food that gives them the energy 
to go through a full jampacked day in camp 
Hatzlocha in all 

Menashe 



A word from our Sports Director

As I’m currently packing some of the sand from 
the basketball, baseball, and volleyball field, into 
my suitcase to bring home to Montreal, and I hope 
I won’t be arrested for stealing American soil…
(sorry if your allergic to corny jokes)), I realized it 
would be imperative to take but a few minutes to 
share with you tyer’e campers, what I think about 
the past months sports in camp.
So I started strolling around the bunkhouses and 
rethinking camp…
Sports were just amazing. Everything was so lebe-
dik and full of energy.
But there is something interesting that I realized…
When playing a game, the goal is to win. But what 
is the point of winning?  And why does it make us 
feel so happy after and sometimes even upset or 
angry when we lost? Are we losing money for it? 
Or points in bunk competition? 
If you didn’t figure it out yet, I’ll tell you. It’s the 
challenge.
And when we are put up to a challenge, we invest 
ourselves in it totally, as if this is all that matters. 
And that’s why the better the opposite team is, the 
greater the challenge, the greater joy in winning, 
because the compitition is greater.
And that’s when it hit me …
…arik shemtov (LT) just bumped straight into me 
while listening to his earphones and spacing out in 

the woods ,drinking his tenth cup of coffee of the 
day…as if he has nothing better to do in Lubavitch 
city mi. at 3:42 am the second to last night of 
camp…anyway I tried to ignore that awkward in-
cident and ran to the nearest sink to cool off the 
coffee burn he just gave me…OUCH...
But actually, at the same time something else hit 
me... a derher…not the ‘’a chasidisher derher’’ but 
a REAL DERHER… (no offense to Yossi kamen 
and his fans, veda’’l) are you ready to hear my der-
her?
SPORTS PROGRAM GAN YISROEL 5780 DID 
NOT END!! AND IT WILL NEVER END!!
You’re not goanna be playing against egg rolls  or 
Austin Levertov’s, rather it’s going to be you against 
the yetzer hara!
You’re probably thinking now ‘’ok, Michel, get real. 
I’m not 5 years old, and I’m not into these baby 
stuff anymore’’. 
But seriously speaking, the only reason you think 
its baby stuff is because you think its not real, but 
its actually even more real then sports. Sports is a 
game. This is life and death.
And the yatzer horo’s only goal is to get you to 
fail and then spit you in the face and tell you ‘’you 
suck!...I told you I will win…don’t even try to rebel 
against my will next time, for I am your master and 
you are my slave, ready to fill out my every wish, 



now go crack a joke about the stupid fat kid, with 
freckles all over his face’’
And here’s where the competition comes in…
you have to play this game with all your might 
and invest all your energy in it. and don’t even 
loose one inning, because that will strengthen 
him, and weaken you.
And if you think the challenge is to big, don’t 
feel down, it just means you are playing against 
a serious sports team ,very talented and experi-
enced, and you have the power to win him, be-
cause the referee knows exactly what fear teams 
are..(unlike Yosef katz) 
So, step up to the plate and get excited to cele-
brate your victory when you smear him 10 to 0.
(oh, and one secret I forgot to tell you is that the 
referee secretly favors you when no one is look-
ing, so he is really on your side)
So next time your tempted to play your favor-
ite prank on your annoying sister exactly when 
she is in a bad mood… you’ll have some food for 
thought…
So hatzlacha Rabbah in your sports this com-
ing year... and may we soon win the playoffs and 
championships, with the coming of moshiach 
now!!!
Sincerely, Michel Minkowitz

A word from our Night
Activity Directors

#riboiriboi 
#Dovidscanteenbumbidibumbumbum 
#Probably...= 
#mAssive  
#Mendelazimovisthebestnightactivitydirector 
#70years 
#Kalueinai 
#Holy...moly 
#stopslapingme 
#dovidel 
#ohyahbunkvovletsgo!!! 
#snappleisdangerous  
#snappleisaddicting  
#Happybdayarikshemtov 
#Orengebean 
#3flags 
#Orangebeanisindovidelspocket 
#spinthewheel  
#chiina 
#thatlookslikemeeeee 
#godblessamerica 
#bzzzzbanon 
#goforchmuel 
#Epiclegamrie 
#...itslubavitchcity 
#Fromavrahamm’ayorto... 
#wewon-Moshe 
#shmuligurevitchisred 
#ariktipyourwaiter  
#thankyouernie  
#pizzaismezonos 
#dovidscanteen 
#colorwarwasepic 
#iceskatingswimming

Brought to you by:



A letter from 
the office of 
Chossidel

To all of the chossidels of Gan yisroel shivim shana! 
This year we all had a smashing chossdiel with all the 
events prizes, raffles and of course the pajama ice cream 
party and all of the Rallys!!  I think we all really enjoyed 
it and had a really fun time!!! But most impotently was 
the chossidel duches (that are going to be sent to the 
Rebbe) and all of the orders of the days.  

Another highlight was the Chof av rally, when we ful-
filled the rebbe’s requests to learn his father’s torah, and 
to give tzedaka in his zechus. And of course, the Sicha 
which you all watched so carefully and answered all the 
questions!  

Throughout the summer,  We focused on the theme of 
 1) what is so special about us - hot of the press!!! And 
the special love and care that the rebbe showed to us 
children!  
2)- “this is a zechus truly unblivelble BUT WITH THIS 
COMES ACHRAYES” and that is “just do it” change the 
world!!!!      
And 3) that the only way that we can do this is by being 
“a tefach hecher” not getting nispoel by what people 
think or say we need to remember that we have a rebbe 
who cares about us and that we need to make him 
proud by doing the shlichus that he gave to us!!! 

 So guys listen up remember to keep the hachlotos and 
make the rebbe proud (by of course writing to the rebbe 
all the amazing things that we do!!! -”hamechakeh 
l’bsuros tovos, he’s waiting to hear what’s new with 

me!...”). 

So lechaim guys I hope you had a great and fun sum-
mer (starting with of course chossidel;) and may we 
see our rebbe very soon with the coming of moshiach 
now!!! 

Your over worked under rated chossidel admin Arik 
Deren  
Typed by my very own chossidel laptop

Chosidel Theme song 5779
A father so loving, always there, concerned for me
A shepherd who guides me, tending to his precious 
sheep
Our Nossi, his care breaks through all boundaries
Great affection is displayed for everyone to see
Everything i do, the Rebbe always is with me
The apple of his eye, I am proud to be
This is a zechus, truly unbelievable
But with this comes achrayus, this i must remember 
too
Af Hu Bachayim - is revealed in all i do
I must always ask myself , “Am i acting as i should?”
Everything i say and see, in every place I’ll be
The Rebbe comes along, he is always there with me

CHORUS
Aha aha...
We the children have the strength and clarity



Macheneh Gan yisroel!

This year’s RC was truly unbelievable. But, ev-
eryone must make sure that the enthusiasm in 
fulfilling the Rebbe’s holy takanah isn’t a thing 
of the past. Every camper should be machlit 
to themselves that not a day will go by without 
him learning the daily sefer hamitzvos. Even 
when things get hectic during the year, MAKE 
SURE to do the daily mitzvah. Which reminds 
me of the song: “I can do all you say, beginning 
with Rambam every day!” So make sure you 
never forget! “RC, RC, RC, RC!” 
From your very own RC director, 
Yossi Jacobs 
P. S. The very little tree at the beginning of the 
summer, now started sprouting little sprouts, 
thanks to all the RC learnt by each one of you. 
I’m sure that during the year it will continue 
to grow, and next year we will have not one 
RC tree, but TWO RC TREES! Not only “Zeh 
hakoton gadol yihiyeh”, but “Zeh hakoton gadol 
HU!!”

A letter from the 
office of RC

We have a fire roaring with intensity
The Rebbe places trust in me
Giving me the energy
Telling me, “turn over the whole world”
Aha aha...
I have the koiach to chase away the dark
Learning Torah doing Mitzvos, gathering the 
sparks
With Darkei Hachassidus, that sheds a light 
so bright and sweet
Let’s go spread the message - you and me
Stress does the Rebbe, on my simple purity
The passion and Chayus, that only is unique 
to me
The power of the youth overcomes all walls 
and barriers
Crumbling resistance and uprooting obsta-
cles
I have no fear of anything that blocks my 
way
I will persevere and use out every day
I have a mission to lift up our whole universe
Bringing it to heights that it’s never seen 
before
A Dirah B’Tachtonim- we’ll surely reach our 
final goal
Carrying out the Shlichus that we all were 
created for
Fanning the flames, burning down these 
Golus walls
When each and everyone will break out into 
song



Wow!!!!!! What a summer! 
We hope you guys enjoyed everything espe-
cially the Mishnayos and Tanya Baal Peh that 
you learned, by cocoa club, and shabbos day... 
we hope that you continue to learn Tanya and 
Mishnayos Baal Peh, as the Rebbe writes in 
Hatom Yom about the greatness of Mishnayos 
Baal Peh, that it elevates and purifies the world 
and speeds up the coming of Moshiach! So 
keep it up and give the Rebbe a lot of nachas 
ruach! 

MBP’s ABCs... 
Announcing the rules (which were changed a 
bunch of times) 
Because we didn’t print enough coupons.. 
Cocoa club, for which we tied socks, 
Did anyone see mine? 
Everybody so involved, 
Forgetting the time, 
Going on and on, line by line! 
“How lucky I am that I chose to be here, 

In the Rebbe’s camp, never elsewhere!” 
Just a minute I’m still learning, 
Keeping u waiting to test me at cocoa club in the 
morning 
Lines - different amounts for every level 
Making the cocoa spill on the copies by mistake 
Not so many aliyos were raffled off... 
On shabbos we had MBP canteen 
Passports so real 
“Quit raising the prices!” 
Raffles and prizes 
Stamps on passports 
Testing was so fun 
U are so lazy, 
Von’t u get up and learn MBP?! 
What an amazing summer we had! 
Xciting programs 
Zis waz an amazing year of MBP we had, and leav-
ing camp makes us so sad!

A letter from 
the office of 
MBP
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Rafting Trip/Bevouac

First Day
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Team Far Yenem Theme Song
T.T.T.O. Achas Sha’alti (MBD)

In line they stand
Tzetl in hand

Each one so different
Backgrounds diverse

From corners four
They come through this door

Each one unique
To the rebbe they speak

CHOURS:
The rebbe hears

For each one he cares 
All of their feelings he equally shares
With a feeling of joy from there they 

depart
For someone is hearing there heart

A land so bizarre 
From his homeland far

So very different
Its customs are 

A different Jew, 
Which he never knew
To the shliach it’s clear

That’s what I’ll do

CHOURS:
The rebbe hears

For each one he cares 
All of their feelings he equally shares
With a feeling of joy from there they 

depart
For someone is hearing there heart

Now that’s what I’ll do 
Help every Jew

Regardless of what of where or of 
who

Cause that’s who I am
The rebbes man

“Far Yenem” I’ll do all I can.

Team Far Yenem Alma Mater
T.T.T.O.  Vizakeini (Baruch 

Levine)

The last day has arrived
As camp comes to a close
In the A-Frame they do sit

The screen aglow

He sees the rebbe come to daven
Coins to children he does give

He lets out a sigh
This life how can I live

Oy rebbe it’s unfair
My parents stood right there

Now, a generation later, 
Is it not part of my share?!

How can I express my pain?
Oh, I simply can’t explain

They were in your holy presence
It’s just not the same x2

In the corner of his eye
He sees his counselor stands
“My feelings does he share?

Will he understand?”

“My dear counselor do you know
How hard this is for me to do?”

His counselor looks at him
“I’m here in this with you!”

Oy rebbe it’s unfair
Our parents stood right there

Now, a generation later, 
Is it not part of our share?!

How can we express our pain?
In this Galus we can’t remain
We just want to see our Rebbe

Vehu Yigaleinu, Amein x2

Color 
War
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Team Bai Zich Alma Mater
T.T.T.O. My Dear Rebbi (Yitzy Waldner)

Sitting in my bedroom, with a pen-in-hand
A letter to the Rebbe I do write

“Dear Rebbe please explain, I do not understand
Does it really matter-that I wrote tonight

I’m not in a time of trouble, nor a time-of-need
Yet to you, this letter will be sent

I am but a child, from the millions you-receive
It seems my letter, would be irrelevant”

CHORUS
For the Rosh Bnei Yisrael, our heart-and-mind

There is nothing insignificant, or outshined
Ha’Mechakeh L’Besuros Tovos

He is waiting to-hear what’s new with me

For the Rosh Bnei Yisrael, the Roeh Ne’eman
It’s not my joy, but our joy, for we are one

Ha’Mechakeh L’Besuros Tovos
To him there’s nothing more-precious than me

Living with this mindset, my value in-your-eyes
Is the force and drive, in all I do

Beneath-an intimate connection, a deep commit-
ment-lies

You are relying on me to carry through

I feel your anticipation, to hear from-me-once-more
With this I know, you’re with me all along

An open connection, I have never felt-before
I can lift you up, through our bond so strong

CHORUS
For the Rosh Bnei Yisrael, our heart-and-mind

There is nothing insignificant, or outshined
Ha’Mechakeh L’Besuros Tovos

He is waiting to-hear what’s new with me

For the Rosh Bnei Yisrael, the Roeh Ne’eman
It’s not my joy, but our joy, for we are one

Ha’Mechakeh L’Besuros Tovos
To him there’s nothing more-precious than me

Team Bai Zich Theme Song
T.T.T.O. haben yakir - dveykus

1. To a small town he does arrive 
there to make yiddishkeit thrive 

a lifelong dream has now become real 
his emotions are hard to conceal

davening came with ease 
learning too was such a breeze 

but his Shlichus felt just out of reach 
an obstacle so hard to breach

CHORUS:
But Rebbe I know the need 

with your connection I know I will 
succeed 

with this in mind I can do all at hand  
regardless of where I may stand

We have a koach so strong 
for to the Rebbe we do belong 
with a chayus we will go out- 
of ourselves without a doubt

2. So much to do and achieve 
to accomplish it all is hard to believe 

but putting yourself off to the side 
the limit now reaches the sky

CHORUS:
Oy Rebbe I know the need 

with your connection I know I will 
succeed 

with this in mind I can do all at hand  
regardless of where I may stand

We have a koach so strong 
for to the Rebbe we do belong 
with a chayus we will go out- 
of ourselves without a doubt
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Inflatables

Dance 
Night



The Official Gan Yisroel
Songbook
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                     1.
(Tune of Achas Sho’alti (MBD))

Standing in line, deep in thought
Reliving a summer he’ll never forget
Those few weeks that he did spend
To him, so much they meant

Starting with the brachah he received
From the Rebbe, before he did leave
In camp, with the Rebbe living always
By Yechis and bentching each day

Those farbrengens we had
The hachlatos we made
The songs that we sang
In my heart will always remain

As he passes the Rebbe
His voice chokes with tears
“Rebbe, oy Rebbe
Thank you for a summer so dear”

                        2.
(T.T.T.O. “The Search” JEP)

On a Faraway mountain top speckled 
with sheep,
A Shepard sits alone, his gaze so deep,
caring for his precious flock with all his 
might, 
Carefully watching each one remains in 
sight.

Suddenly a bitter cry pierces the air,
A young sheep has wondered, away with 
out care 
the Shepard runs to rescue oh so swiftly,
He bends down to pick up his sheep 
carefully.

Millions of Yiden though they may not 
know, 
The Rebbe loves each one and cares for 
him so, 
Each and Every Jew the Rebbe hears his 
cry,
He is diamond in the Rebbe’s eyes.

Our Faithful Shepard won’t forsake his 
flock, 
The Rebbe’s loving care will never stop,
In spite of the darkness, we know with 
perfect faith,
He will not rest ‘till the last one is safe.

                        3.
(T.T.T.O. Lakol Zman Vaais - Tzlil Vaze-
mer)
The summer has come to an end
Onto the busses the campers ascend
Hurt and upset some do seem 
Quite an emotional scene
Chaim asks his counselor why
When leaving camp do people cry
I don’t understand what I see
It’s not such a big-deal for me
The next Friday night at home
Chaim was sitting alone
The chayos and warmth just was not 
there
And no one to care
A tear runs down from his cheek
He yearns for just one more week
I now understand why they can’t say 
farewell
To gan yisreal   

                       4.                              
(Tune of Sharm El Sheikh (Jo Amar))

Alone as a camper, I stood on the side
The fear of my first year I just could not 
hide
But warmth of their friendship, in joining 
the games
Their spirit engulfed me, a part I became

The chayus at bentching , each day with 
the rebbe at our lead
Chassidishe surroundings, inspiring me
Ahavas Yisroel, the flag flying proud in 

the breeze
Where else can I find this — oh, how can 
I leave?

The new things I’ve learnt here mean so 
much to me
Without Gan Yisroel, oh, where would I 
be?
Dear friends that I made here, I can only 
cry
The end is approaching, I must say 
goodbye

“Goodbye Gan Yisroel, farewell to our 
wonderful times
How much will I miss what I’m leaving 
behind
I’m making a promise, your lessons I will 
not forsake 
A much better person of me they will 
make”

                             5.
(Tune of Ke’ayol Taarog—Tzlil V’zemer 
II)

As he sits upon the hill, the camper’s 
mind roams free
To thoughts of a summer filled with fun
A summer, a summer yet to be
As he rises to greet the day, together with 
the sun
His wandering mind travels back, and 
camp has just begun

I’ll play, I’ll laugh, I’ll learn, such fun will 
fill my day
Friendships forged, and friends anew I’ll 
meet along the way
My counselor teaching me, the Rebbe’s at 
my side
Guiding every Jew
Ad mosay  we shout out loud, giving us 
strength anew

His counselor’s voice beckons him from 
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thoughts so far away
The bus is full, go take your seat, we’re 
going home today
As the camper looks with tears, his ticket 
in his hand
What could have happened to my dream, 
I do not understand

The A-frame stands against the sky, sur-
rounded by the clouds
The bunk stands so cold and bare, and 
the lake makes no sound
But I can smile as we leave, as hard as it 
may seem

Knowing that I’ll be back next year, and 
relive my dream

I’ll play…

                          6.
In a small college town
There’s a young man feeling down
His future an uncertainty
“Oh, what will become of me?”

A Chabad House is nearby
The young man gives it a try
“Maybe directions here I can find
And have some peace of mind”

He discusses Yiddishkeit
All through the night
But he cries, “I don’t belong —
I am too far gone”

The shliach says, “Not true
— ֲהַגם ֶׁשָחָטא, ִיְׂשָרֵאל הּוא
No matter where you may roam
You can always come back home”

                          7.
T.T.T.O. Ani Maamin (JEP vol. III)

With a Tehillim he sat through the night
Pondering deeply into his plight
The Rebbe’s image in front of his eyes
“Oh, where is Moshiach,” he sighs

Three times a day, we would have the 
great zechus
The Nossi HaDor would come daven 
with us
“How can I live when a Shabbos goes by
Without a Farbrengen,” he cries

“Oh Rebbe, oh Rebbe, we need you 
Hashem, Hashem, Keil Rachum 
We’re sick of this golus, can’t bear any 
more
Why don’t You open the door…

“Your children are yearning to be with 
You 
How long can this golus continue!
Bring the geulah, fulfilling Your vow
To bring Moshiach right now”
Oh Rebbe…

                             8.
(Tune of Eishes Chayil)

Boruch, I write to you this letter

In answer to your question when we were 
together
“How is it that I am not ashamed
My Yiddishkeit to openly proclaim”

On a busy street corner to stand
Asking every Yid to lay tefillin on his 
hand
My tzitzis hanging proudly in sight
Never shy to do what is right

Knowing that I am a chossid

Connected to the Rebbe I live with
A feeling of pride within me
Lifting me, helping me, wherever I may 
be

I’m a chossid in the Rebbe’s army
Fulfilling my mission proudly
Boruch, this letter is not done
A chossid you must become

Repeat: Knowing that I am a chossid…

                          9.
1- The calendar I see,
Becoming clear to me,
An auspicious day is fast approaching.
Preparing to receive,
Hoping to achieve,
A connection for the whole year forth-
coming.

2- From the Sichos so clear;
Growing stronger each year,
.eternally -  אף הוא בחיים 
Though darkness around,
To this he’s not bound,
His presence is felt everywhere.

3- Davening at the ohel, 
In his holy presence,
A video I watch, a Farbrengen experi-
enced.
Through-Shlichus, I see 
your hand carries me, 
Giving the strength that I really need.

3- By the Rebbe I’ll stand,
To him I will ask,
“A testament to this, help me to be”
Every thought, every deed,
The Rebbe should lead,
Living inside of me eternally.

1- The day has arrived,
Emotions do rise,
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My letter to the Rebbe, I’m writing.
Though preparing to receive,
Hoping to achieve,
A connection higher than ever; 

2- But from deep inside,
A cry in my heart,
A year passed, in the same situation.
How can I still be,
In this Golus so deep,
so different than a life should be.

3- Oh how I do yearn 
to Daven in his presence,  
A Farbrengen with the Rebbe to truly 
experience,
Your koach felt strong
In all that I do
that’s not enough - I need to see you.

3- By the Rebbe, I stand,
From him I demand,
!?When will I see you again - עד מתי
This cannot go on,
Year after year,
We must have the Rebbe, למטה down here

                             10.
A tear runs down from his cheek
“Oh Hashem, it’s another week —
Shabbos is passing, the Rebbe did not 
speak…”

Days, weeks, then months go by
How long must your children cry
Beseeching, demanding, “Ad Mosai, it’s 
enough!”

Where is that hand to which millions do 
come
Where is the voice that unites us all as 
one?
Our hearts pouring out as we cry to 
Hashem
“The Rebbe zol zein gezunt, and be with 
us again!”

On Sunday a man arrives
With hope in his troubled eyes
“Excuse me, please tell me, the Rebbe’s 
help I seek —

“I’ve come to the Rebbe’s door
His berachah I need once more…”
Unanswered, he lifts his eyes, and desper-
ately does cry

Repeat: Where is that hand…

11.                                                  
 A small tree grows, it’s immature yet 
raised with so much care
 For these young years will set the way 
the fate of its life does lie here 
A group of trees are specially raised 
Owned by the Nossi HaDor With devo-
tion and care to young children with his 
love, in the machaneh they grow 
“How lucky I am, that I chose to be here 
In the Rebbe’s camp, never elsewhere 
With pride I stand, as the Rebbe guides 
me In his chinuch I’ll grow, his chossid 
I’ll be… “In Gan Yisroel, he’s instilled in 
my heart A connection that never can 
part 
In Gan Yisroel, he’s instilled in my heart 
A connection that never can part”

                                        12.
 In the Ohel he prays Steaming tears roll 
down his face His feelings he cannot con-
tain And cries to his Rebbe in pain
 “I know you are truly alive Leading and 
guiding us, giving us life But Rebbe, it’s 
too much to bear — We need you lema-
tah, down here…
 “Ad Mosai — till when! This darkness 
must end Oh, when will we be together 
again? I know you are listening, crying 
with me — Dear Rebbe, how long must 
it be?
 “Oh Rebbe, we need you — now is the 

time AD MOSAI together we cry I know 
you’ll be back — you gave us your vow 
Lead us to Geulah right now!”
 Leaving the Ohel behind These thoughts 
of the Rebbe etched deep in his mind 
Connected like never before To the Reb-
be, the Nossi HaDor Repeat: Ad Mosai…

                                       13.
The Rebbe gives a message out, he’s 
leaving 770
His destination Gan Yisroel, with chassi-
dim following
Throughout his years of holy work, he 
never takes a moment’s rest
To see his camp, precious hours on the 
road he spends

The Rebbe shows his concern for every 
little thing
“Keep the lake safe, tip the waiters, add 
another swing—
For a healthy guf will make a healthier 
neshamah
With warmth of chassidus we will be like 
one mishpachah”

Every day, every hour, in the Rebbe’s care
Every camper is his child whom he holds 
so dear
I learn and play in Gan Yisroel, in the 
Rebbe’s home
He’ll surely see to it that as his chossid I 
will grow

In years bygone, Lubavitch was the cradle 
of chassidim
Now the grounds of Gan Yisroel carry on 
this mission
Until the day we’ll greet Moshiach very 
speedily
Proudly marching as his soldiers on to 
victory

                                            14.
Amongst majestic mountains, a nation 
stands alone
An ending to their exile, a promise of a 
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home
Pondering their destiny, gazing at the 
setting sun
Moshe stands so strong, B’nei Yisroel’s 
רֹוֶעה ֶנֱאָמן

He sees Eretz Yisroel, a splendid golden 
view
Listening intensely to HaKodosh Boruch 
Hu
“My dear servant Moshe, for you to enter 
this great land
The דֹור ַהִּמְדָּבר from redemption forever 
will be banned”

“Hashem, please take my life from me
My people, they must live to see
The coming of Moshiach, and the Mik-
dash HaShlishi
Please pass them down through the 
doros
And give a Nossi my kochos
To lead them toward geulah in ’’ ִנְפָלאֹות 
”דגולות

(Tune without words)

Standing at the Ohel, so faithful and so 
strong
Pleading for a nation that has waited 
much too long
Filling with courage, caring for them day 
by day
The Rebbe, our Moshe, stands and 
proudly leads the way

B’nei Yisroel, hear our cry — thundering 
voices, “Ad Mosai”
And join the million forces, as we’re 
marching side by side
The Rebbe lighting up the way, the geulah 
we will have today
The promise of redemption in ִנְפָלאֹות 
”דגולות

                                           15.
“Dear G-d, I am just a little boy
They say my prayers can be felt on high

Father in Heaven, listen to my cry —

“At his window I daven every day
With a broken heart, yet with faith
I know that the Rebbe is so near…

“Oh please, Hashem, it hurts me so
I cannot see my Rebbe, his face aglow
How long must he suffer —
How long can our father be in pain —
Unite us with our Rebbe once again!”

Ad mosay, the Rebbe will return
No longer will he suffer, no longer will 
we yearn
That day is coming closer, that day is very 
near
When the Rebbe will be with us once 
again

On that day we will laugh, on that day we 
will sing
Our joy will know no bounds, for we’ll be 
with our king
The Rebbe’s door will open, and he’ll 
smile to us children
For the Rebbe will be with us once again

                                    16.
“Father, please listen, for I would like to 
share
My feelings and thoughts during this past 
year
Lost and confused, in despair I do cry
Oh, answer me, dear father, tell me 
why…

“A Shabbos has passed, Sunday has gone 
by
Each and every day brings forth another 
sigh
The Farbrengens that we heard, the dol-
lars we received
A he’elem for so long, who could believe!”

“My son, you’re not alone, I also feel the 
pain

Yet a purpose there must be, let me 
explain…”

Darkness of night precedes the light, 
shining forevermore
These troubled times do show that 
Moshiach’s at our door

It’s in our hands, we must take a stand
Following the Rebbe’s call
“Tut altz vos ihr kent” was the message 
to us all

The work is being done, and still he has 
not come
How long can this golus last, Ad Mosai, 
Hashem, till when
The work is being done, and still he has 
not come
How long can this golus last, Ad Mosai, 
Hashem, enough!

Our wounds please do heal, let Moshiach 
be revealed
With the cry of Yechi we will march to 
victory

                                  17.
A small cup of wine he holds in his hand
Young Mendele at a Farbrengen does 
stand
Thousands of men, standing in awe
Their attention to the Rebbe is drawn

Though Mendel stood there, his mind 
was elsewhere
To hear the Farbrengen he did not care
He just could not wait until it was done
So he could go home and have fun

He’d walk down the street, his friends he 
would meet
They’d teach him to lie, and they’d teach 
him to cheat
He’d look to all sides to be sure no one 
saw
Then, Mendel would break every law
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It occured to him, at a Farbrengen one 
week
“After all, it’s to me that the Rebbe does 
speak
His words, to my heart I must take
What a difference in me, they will 
make…

“How can I stand every week, and ignore
The words being said by the Nossi 
Hador!”
He decides, with tears in his eyes
“Enough of my cheating and lies”

As he walked down the street, he met his 
best friend
He told him, “My bad ways have come to 
an end
I’ve come to regret the things that I did
From now on I’ll be a Chossid”

                          18.
A Russian boy’s helpless plight
Dreariness fills his night
Hardship and pain befall him
His chance of survival is slim

Finding no source of true comfort
To the Rebbe he turns with a letter
Compelled to express to him
How life could have been so much better

The boy did not beg for an easier life
Nor for a hope to be free
“Vos zol men ton az es davent zich nit!”
That was the Russian boy’s plea

As the Rebbe spoke at Farbrengen
The chassidim gazed on in surprise
As the Rebbe choked with emotion
And tears came to his eyes

                              19.
To love a fellow Jew just the same as you
Is the basis of our holy Torah
He may be far from me, across the widest 

sea
Still, I’d always love him just the same

For seventy, eighty years, a neshamah 
wears and tears
Just to do one favor for another
Love him with all your heart — the heav-
ens spread apart
For every Jew is really our brother

                          20.
The summer has come to an end
Onto the busses the campers ascend
Hurt and upset some do seem 
Quite an emotional scene
Chaim asks his counselor why
When leaving camp do people cry
I don’t understand what I see
It’s not such a big-deal for me
The next Friday night at home
Chaim was sitting alone
The chayos and warmth just was not 
there
And no one to care
A tear runs down from his cheek
He yearns for just one more week
I now understand why they can’t say 
farewell
To gan yisreal   

                               21.
Wake up, Yidden, from the dream of 
golus
Get ready to meet Moshiach Tzidkeinu
Geulah is coming swiftly towards us
Hinei Zeh Omeid Achar Kosleinu

There will be no more wars, no more will 
lions roar
Umol’oh Ho’oretz Dei’oh
In a Mikdash built of flame, we’ll give 
thanks to His Name
And march to Geulah with the Rebbe 
Shlita

                               22.
Amongst-the Chasiddim he’d spend his 
time,
Chazering the Rebbes words, with zest, 
line by line,
A life of delight, so holy and pure,
He could not think to ask for something 
more...

But then-to the city he relocates,
He’s struck-by the fashion, the customs of 
the state,
For-a brief moment a thought crossed his 
mind,
“Just to taste this life of a new kind”.

A call, comes forth, from deep within his 
soul:
Theres no way in the world,
I’l drop my dignity, 
I am a Chossid!,
And that’s a novelty!

Aha ahay ay ay ay,

My standards aren’t the same,
I bear the Rebbe’s name,
It’s okay for others,
But I must stay away…

We are Chassidim, the Rebbe’s chosen 
men,
We’re different we’re special,
No matter where or when...
With pride we strive,
Our name to preserve,
Bringing down Moshiach Tzidkeinu...

                       23.
The sky seems so cloudy
the lakefront so bare
Benches in the Shul stowed away
Buses are loading
He’s deep in pain
If only in camp he could stay

Just a few weeks
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Have passed since he came yet
To Shmulik it seems worlds ago
So much has happened
He needs one last glance
To make it easier for him to go

He runs to the A frame, what meets his 
eyes
That picture of the Rebbe so strong
Like a father, so loving, he looks back at 
him
“Dear Shmulik, just take me along”

Rebbe it’s only this summer we’ve met
Now you’re so much a part of my life
This summer in your presence I’ll never 
forget
And will forever be engraved in my mind

                                 24.
Crowds are gathered, hours pass, the line 
stretches miles
The Rebbe stands alone to greet each one 
with smiles
Privileged so, to stand before his noble 
gaze
He strives for a connection to last 
throughout his days

And though I am bereft, the example that 
you left lives on
Your needs you sacrificed to bring each 
one so close
The hand you waved sent shluchim to 
their posts
The concern you showed us taught me 
how to care

To kindle a spark in every Jewish soul
Revealing its essence, is fulfilling your 
goal
Your ratzon I vow to do, for I know like 
never before
That it means so much to you

I feel your strength, you’ve shown me by 
your deeds
I know how to find the hiskashrus that I 

need
By taking each neshamah hand in hand, 
in your ways
Until each one understands

Now I’m certain forever, you’ll be part of 
me
I am sure, very soon, Tatte, you I’ll see

                                  25.
Snuggled by the fireplace one lonely 
winter night
Skimming through fond memories of 
good times as a child
The fire melts away the years, as I find 
myself once more
Sitting by a fire — but this time I’m not 
alone

My counselor is sitting beside me
My bunkmates are singing nearby
With heartfelt concern he speaks to me
The words that changed my life

How it pains my heart to realize that
Those times are forever gone
Oh, where would I be, if it weren’t for you
Gan Yisroel — I love you!

                                26.
As-a-child he came here
in camp for his fir¬st year
¬anxiously awaiting
what-will it be, how will it feel

Every day that proceeds
A little more he perceives
The feelings of the Chossid within him

At farbrengen Friday night
the dining room alight
The warm-glow of-the Rebbe’s picture
Gracing all those present there
They stand to face
the Rebbe’s image
and declare

Oy Rebbe how I wish to
Make you proud of me
I dedicate my life
To do as you’ve taught me

May Hashem grant you gezunt
Liorech yomim
And towards the Geulah
We’ll march with you in lead

Now-memories-of-years gone by
keep recurring in his mind
Compelling him to once again
kindle his feelings inside

Perhaps they’ll reawaken
And I’ll gather inspiration from
The campers I’ll counselor and lead

Once again I see
Their pure sincerity
Awoken here in Gan Yisroel
Just as I felt years ago
Again they face
the Rebbe’s image
and declare

Oy Rebbe how I wish to
Make you proud of me
I dedicate my life
To do as you’ve taught me

2x
Ad mosai how much longer
with all our heart we plead
when towards the Geulah
We’ll march with you in lead

                        27.
Standing side by side
Tears well up in their eyes
Each unaware that the other is there
Whispering a silent prayer

(Staff)
“Dear Rebbe, I want you to see
The children you entrusted to me —
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Each one a jewel so precious and rare
You have placed into my care…

“To live with you every moment
Is the message I’ve tried to impart
To bring you lematah, together with us
Each of us doing our part…

“Now Rebbe, the summer is over —
Now that my shlichus is through —
I ask that the spirit of Gan Yisroel
Continue in all that they do!”

(Campers)
“Dear Rebbe, I’d like you to see
How much Gan Yisroel’s changed me —
I’m closer to you than ever before
Connected forevermore…

“My counselor, your shliach, inspired me
With true dedication and love —
His friendship I’ll treasure forever
How can I thank him enough…

“Oy Rebbe, your Gan Yisroel
Will always find place in my heart
Its chayus and warmth will remain with 
me
Its lessons I’ll treasure and guard!”

(All)
As the crowd in the Ohel does grow
Mendele turns to go
As he leaves, he sees a familiar face —
Camper and counselor embrace

“Goodbye, Gan Yisroel
Farewell to those wonderful times
Your memories will always be part of me
Oh Gan Yisroel, goodbye”
                     
                    28.
To camp I’ll be leaving soon
I look towards the Rebbe’s room
How empty, how lonely it seems

The bochurim, they hide no grief
A dollar they’ve not received

The Rebbe’s camp — oh, what will it be?

But soon I am taken —
Through mishnayos, through farbrengens
Through his picture that I constantly 
hold —
To a world where I feel that the Rebbe is 
so near
Before me the Rebbe I behold

“Oy Rebbe, oy Rebbe, mein heiliker tatte
You’ve always been with us in a guf doh 
lematah
Rebbe, I love you — you know how I 
need you —
The pain is just too much to bear…

“As I look towards your picture, my eyes 
fill with tears —
Your comforting smile, so warm and so 
near —
I feel how you love me, you’ll always be 
with me
I know that I’m never alone”
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